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1. Overview 
Snakes and Ladders is an ancient south Asian board game. Which consists 10 X 10 scored grided board 

and some snakes and ladders spotted on board. 100 is the maximum and winning score. Once any 

player gets to that score, immediately declared as winner 

 

2. Target audience 
Age – 8+ 
 

3. Genre  
Board game in digital platform 

4. Platform 
Android, iOS 

5. Look and feel 
Sci – fi and futuristic 

6. Business model 
This will be a free to play game with  

Micro-transactions,  

Subscription  

Rewarded video ads. 

Ad banners 

7. Object of the game. 
The object of the game is to be the first player to reach the end by moving across the board from city 

land cell one to the final city land. 

8. Gameplay 
Ladder poly, the gameplay is pretty much simple as we all know, Before the game can start each player 

will roll one dice, the player who throws the highest number - 6 will be the one to have the first turn, 

The player will move their piece/pawn from left to right starting at 1, following the next row on the 

board, then the next row from right to left and repeat 

When player lands on top of a snake, their playing piece/pawn will slide down to the bottom tail of the 

snake. 



 

Whereas landing on the bottom of a snake the player will remain in the same spot until their next turn 

When a player lands at the base of a ladder, it immediately climbs to the top of the ladder 

 

 



Whereas landing at the top of a ladder the player will stay there until the next turn. The player does not 

move to the bottom of the ladder. 

 

8.1. Virtual lands 
As ladder poly, each slot we have created as each individual city (land), Where player can own by 

purchasing lands and give it as a rent to other players by charging some x amount of fees 

 

9. Game features 
 

9.1. User Registration 
This feature facilitates players to register before game start. It takes players name and save it in 

database along with a unique ID. 

 

9.2. Game Setup 
According to the ID of the players this feature will setup the game sequence. Which will decide which 

player will go first. The sequence initially setup will be maintained until a winner is found. Based on this 

sequence player will switch their turn. 

 

9.3. Throwing Dice 
This is the feature which will help players to throw dice and get the score.  

 



9.4. Board 
The most important feature of this game is 10x10 grided board. While game will be progressing, all 

players score will be spotted on the board using their unique identifier. 

 

 



 



9.5. Snakes 
Snake is another important feature in this game which makes the game more exciting. As part of this 

feature, we maintained some snakes and spotted them on board using the character ‘S’. If any player 

scores any value which is the head of any snakes the corresponding player’s score will go down to the 

score where the tail of the current snake is located. For better user experience we display available 

snakes just on top of the board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9.6. Ladders 
Ladder is also very important feature in this game which make the game more fun. In this feature we 

maintained some ladders and also spotted them on board using the character ‘L’. If any player score 

where any ladder starts then the corresponding players score will be increased to the score where the 

current ladder’s top is. As we had complication displaying ladders graphically on text-based board, for 

better user experience we are displaying available ladders on top of the board. 

 

 

 

 



9.7. Pawns/pieces 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



10. Ladder poly Ui  
 



 



Ladder poly with info (city names) 

 



City names 

 

 

 



New ideas/ features  

10.1. Powerup 
1. Randomize  

To activate: 

Power can be activated by getting your pawn into particular land/slot in the layout 

Ex – 45 (land) in a board/layout 

Or 

If you are victim of snakes for 3 times continuously 

Usage  

Using Power up (Randomize)- Snakes can be moved randomly  

Ex – the placement of snakes is changed randomly at once in game  

Snake / Ladder 

2. Shield 

To get (activate): 

You need to get dice number 6 for twice (continuously) 

Usage: 

When you have this power, the snakes wont bite  

For limited time - 1 -3 minutes (this will last for 1/3 minutes) 

3. Switch hit  

To get (Activate): 

Buy with currency/ in game coins 

Usage: 

 

4. Skip 

Usage: 

When the power is activated - The player can skip next players turn (not to roll the dice) 

 



5. Roll 

Usage 

When the roller power is activated, the result of the number is multiplied by 2. 

Drawback 

The pawn that activated the power can only use the power and the other three cannot. 

6. Power Ladder 

Power to open a small ladder  

   

10.2. Modes of game 

• 2 players  

• 3 players 

• 4 players  

• Player vs AI 

 

10.3. Cosmetics 
Cosmetic update  

With the coins, points and with the real money 

Pawns 

• Colors 

• Styles 

• Texture 

• Costumes 

• Equipment’s 

Boards 

• Style 

• Color / Theme 

• Layouts 
 

Locations/theme 

• Island 

• Desert 

• Space 



• City  

Dice  

• Color 

• Style 

• Variant textures 

10.4. Key features 

10.4.1. Bonus:  
Bonuses are provided daily. If the users are playing the game daily, they may get a huge bonus 

after some time. Using the bonus coins, the users may be able to buy extra resources for the 

game. 

 

10.4.2.  Challenge: 

 The option allows the player to join a board where opponents are already present. All 

opponent tables which are ready to play can be seen under the challenge option. A player can 

create a challenge for other players.  

 

11. Currency 
Two types of currency 

Coins-- each player owns coins via profile\ 

Level based currency - in each game player is rewarded all players does have same amount of 

currency  

Either 

1st turn $1000 

2nd turn $1050 

3rd turn $1100 

4th turn $1150 

What if player empties his wallet? 

- Earn via renting out 

- Selling the cell 

- Watching a reward video ad 



bankrupt 

He can play up to -x 

In game currency (Coins)  

Level based currency 

Real currency 

 

In game currency (Coins) 

VVIO -  

 

 

 

 

12. Functional requirements 
1. Users can create a game and invite their friends to join his game with a unique code 

2. Users should be able to join a game with a unique code. 

3. At most 4 years can only join a game. 



4. Players can roll dice, move their pawns, and valid actions against the results of dice. 

 

• Start a game weather it should be a multiplayer or single player 

• Turn game music On or off 

• Turn game sound effects on or off 

• Select how many players and computer to play against 

• If a multiplayer is selected. select the color and name  

• Do a turn. During his/her turn, a player may 

• Roll the dice. Move his/her pawn/piece 

• Load/save a game in progress 

• Chat with friends 

• Compatible as multi-player game. 

• Facility to save the game. 

• Open the saved game using the password pre-defined by the user. 

 

 

13. Social features 
• Connect with Friends through social media - Facebook 

• Chat system  

• Make a friend in the game & and can make purchase and sell the lands (city) 

• And can also share the coins with the in – game friends 

12.1 Socialization 
Player can add their friends in game by inviting them  

The player will get reward of token coins whenever a player can add or make a friend in 

game. 

Add your friends through social Communication platforms 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• Instagram 



• YouTube 

12.2. Chat system 

• Text Chat 

• Video chat  

Player can chat with his in-game friends at anytime  

Note: The chat system is enabled when the player is accomplished their first task  

14. In game Notifications 
The game will send you various alerts or reminders about your game. 

About 

Rewards In game info Promotions 

Coins City /Land Events 

Currency New updates Offers 

Dice  Trading Seasons 

 Chat Notification Wishes 

 Info about friends’ activities in game  

 Friend request  

   

   

   
 


